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Professional Software
Management for Small and
Medium Business
Small to medium businesses (SMBs)
wish for a professional software
management system, but often shy
away because of the high costs
associated with it.
Just like large enterprises, SMBs need a safe and
reliable way to manage and update their applications
and operating systems. They also need to relieve their
IT resources. Ideally, these businesses should not have
to manually deal with their software management and
their tools should be able to support the entire lifecycle
of an application.
And like so many other enterprises, those businesses
do not want to have to spend a fortune on consulting
services at implementation or whenever an upgrade of
the software management tool is required.

Best Practice Software Packaging
Workflow
• Web-based workflow system with a
unique platform to support IT departments in their software packaging projects
• Provides real time information and
progress monitoring of all tasks in the
software packaging lifecycle
• Flexible mail notification of work status,
changes, and visual alert elements
• SLA management with detailed reports
• Web-based and client version available

SMBs want to be able to keep their existing infrastructure
and at the same time possess a software management
system that can grow with their company.
RaySuite Appliance is the perfect solution for small to
medium businesses because it can do all of this and
much more; it is a system encompassing the entire
“Enterprise Application Lifecycle Management” for small
budgets. As an appliance, managed service or as a cloud
solution.
RaySuite Appliance is a pre-configured and pre-installed
set of software components which are perfectly harmonized in a unique intuitive workflow allowing an easy
and affordable use of the comprehensive RaySuite
solution including RayManageSofti, a product originally
designed for enterprise customers. Now, SMB customers
can also enjoy numerous functions that facilitate the
operation of their own IT infrastructure and allow it to
be conveniently and reliably administrated. On the one
hand, RaySuite Appliance will contain RaySuite functionality according to your needs and on the other hand
it will contain pre-installed databases and setups for
belonging data, certainly in parts customer specific and
to be filled, e.g. consisting of
• Black Box Active directory
• SQL Server Express with Database Management
System and Reporting functions
• Software Repository for the storage of packaged
software.

Discovery and Inventory
• Discovery of computer devices, VMware
hosts & Oracle database instances
• Agent-based inventory allows inventory
of desktops and servers
• RayVentory2go with USB pen drive –
enables the discovery of unmanaged or
unconnected devices
• Also available as an powerful add-on
for FlexNet Manager Platform and
RayManageSoft customers

Software-Evaluation
• Quick and easy execution of a professional
evaluation & test documentation
• Automatic capture of the installation
routines, including screenshots &
description texts
• Evaluation project can be easily
exported (e.g. Oﬃce Word)
• High level of customization (pluginbased, reporting, custom templates and
project properties, etc.)
• Assessment of whether all relevant
package information is complete

For SMB customers, this offer comes with a bundle of benefits, in saving costs as well as
in obtaining a scalable solution. The following is a detailed list of what advantages this
solution has to offer:
User-friendly
• A pre-configured application for different expertise
levels (users, administrators)
• An integration into your existing infrastructure, like
Active Directory (AD), SQL or its capability to run
insulated from existing IT infrastructure if needed. In
other words, you can decide to use the AD of your
infrastructure or not
• Easy, straightforward updating by a simple replacement of the application part in question
• Discrete set of applications running on “one separate
box” (as an appliance) without interfering established
IT processes

Comprising
• RaySuite Appliance provides a complete set of software solutions for workflow management, hardware
discovery & software inventory, software evaluation,
software packaging & virtualization, quality assurance
and software deployment including patch management and OS deployment
• The deployment agent supports a variety of operating systems and various versions, such as Windows,
MAC, OSX and Linux
• A customer can choose to use decentralized distribution hierarchy and virtualization, allowing to continue
even if main service fails if option got chosen
• Automated discovery allows an easy rollout for
clients

Affordable
• The only required components a possible customer
might have to purchase is the Microsoft 2012
Standard Server; one license per processor –
Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Express is free of charge
• There are just a handful of software-requirements
necessary, and the installation of RaySuite Appliance
will be done in a plug & play approach

Scalable
• RaySuite Appliance will be integrated into your
existing IT infrastructure, even in a virtual one
• If an enterprise needs to grow, a full-service SQL
server can easily be upgraded
• The solution supports a large number of distribution
nodes

Benefits
•

•
•

•

Complete set of software solutions
– Workflow management
– Discovery and inventory
– Software evaluation
– Software packaging and virtualization
– Quality assurance
– Software deployment and patch management
Less installation support and consulting
Low license costs (SQL Express, Server Standard)
required

Best-of-breed Software Packaging
• Reliable snapshot-based machine
capture before and after installation of
an application
• Generation of classic (e.g. MSI, MST,
MSP) and virtual package formats (e.g.
App-V, ThinApp, XenApp & SWV)
• Support for third-party projects and
Universal Apps (APPX)
• Creation of non-Windows projects
(macOS)
• Integration with Package Store

•
•
•
•
•
•

Direct access to the package store: Ready-made
software packages - analyzed, quality-assured and
deployable
Discrete set of applications running in “one separate
box”
Minimal training effort
Short-term provision
Processing of Upgrades within very short time possible
Scalable with growing requirements
Available as an appliance, managed service or as a
cloud solution

Software Packaging Quality Control
• Rule-based tool used to create and
execute software package test criteria in
easy to make checklists
• Allows the creation of your own test
criteria for each individual quality
control phase in the software packaging
lifecycle
• Automates part of the test routines
(Runbook) through the integration of
your own or Raynet’s developed
automated test scripts

Software Deployment and Patch
Management
• Automatically and centrally deploys OS
and software applications
• Proactive patch management and
monitoring of patch releases
• Offers full control with roll-out waves,
giving administrators the opportunity to
immediately react on unplanned events
• Desired state (self-healing) and taskbased Deployment

About Raynet
Raynet GmbH is a leading and innovative service and solution provider in information technology and specialized in the
architecture, implementation and operation of all tasks within
“Application Lifecycle Management“. Raynet’s Headquarters is in
Germany and
presently has additional locations throughout Germany, the USA,
Poland, UK and the Netherlands.
Since almost 20 years, Raynet has supported hundreds of customers and partners with its products and solutions for enterprise
application management projects worldwide. These include
license management, software packaging, software deployment,
migrations, client engineering and much more. Additionally,
Raynet maintains and cultivates strong partnerships with leading
companies in Application Lifecycle Management.
Raynet products and solutions are unique in design and functionality. Their development is highly driven by our customers and
partners who play a big role in the development of our products
and are a key reason why our products are always cutting edge.
Whether you want to introduce a new deployment tool or to start
a SAM project, whether you want to plan a packaging factory or
do a migration – Raynet is the choice for best-of-breed-practices
in services, products, and solutions for Application Lifecycle
Management.

Raynet GmbH
Technologiepark 20
33100 Paderborn, Germany
T +49 5251 54009-0
F +49 5251 54009-29
info@raynet.de

Next Steps
For more information, please visit our website: www.raynet.de or
contact our sales team on +49 5251 54009-0 or sales@raynet.de
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